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Abstract. Radial transport of the SOL plasma was recently studied in order to understand heat and particle
loading to the first wall. Fast propagation of the ELM plasma and fluctuation properties in H- and L-modes were
determined both at high-field-side (HFS) and low-field-side (LFS) SOL using reciprocating Mach probes in
JT-60U. Large and short (10-20µs) peaks were found in ELM plasma flux (js) mostly at LFS SOL, which was
enhanced after each ELM event (magnetic turbulence). Radial propagation of the first large js peak was
determined with velocity of 0.4-3km/s and large decay length of 7.5 cm. Fast heat and particle transport (and
deposition) was measured near the separatrix above HFS baffle ( Δrmid < 0.4 cm) just after ELM event, producing
the flow reversal due to large particle recycling in the HFS divertor. Statistical analysis of a probability
distribution function (p.d.f.) was applied to describe intermittent (non-diffusion) transport in SOL plasma
fluctuations. It was found that statistical properties were different between ELMy H-mode and L-mode plasmas.
In ELMy H-mode, positive skewness (i.e. bursty events) was seen in narrow area near the separatrix ( Δrmid < 3
cm) for HFS and LFS SOLs. On the other hand, in L-mode, bursty events were mostly observed at LFS midplain,
which extended to the far SOL (Δrmid < 10 cm).

1. Introduction
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Transient heat and particle loading caused by Edge Localized Mode (ELM) is crucial for
determining the lifetime of ITER divertor materials. Radial transport of ELM plasma should
be understood to determine the heat and particle fluxes to the first wall as well as the divertor.
Parallel and radial propagation of the ELM plasma has been investigated in JT-60U [1].
Recently, sampling rate of main edge diagnostics,
such as three reciprocating Mach probes at
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Fig.1 Main diagnostics for SOL and
evolution of two-dimensional image of the
divertor plasma measurement. Three
divertor plasma with 3-8 kHz.
reciprocating Mach probes measure radial
Recently, intermittent radial transport has been
observed in edge plasmas [2,3], which may
enhance cross-field transport to the first wall.

profiles of SOL plasma at LFS midplane,
X-point and above HFS baffle. Fast TV
camera views divertor and X-point region
tangentially from midplane window.
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Fast transport model was proposed to understand the radial transport [4]. A statistical analysis
using a probability distribution function (p.d.f.) can determine non-diffusive events in the
fluctuations of tokamak SOL plasmas [5]. Characteristics of the fluctuations in js at the
important poloidal locations (LFS midplane, X-point and HFS SOL) were investigated.
ELM plasma dynamics in the LFS and HFS SOLs are shown in Section 2. Fluctuation
characteristics in L-mode and ELMy H-mode plasmas are compared in Section 3. Summary
and conclusion are described in Section 4.
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ELM plasma propagation was investigated in
Type-I ELMy H-mode, where Ip =1MA, Bt
=1.86T, δ =0.32, κ =1.4, PNB =5.5MW, ne =
1.9-2.1x1019 m-3, large plasma volume of 80m3,
and loss fraction of the pedestal stored energy, i.e.
ΔWELM/Wped = 0.10-0.11. Since ELM frequency
! n , 10-15
was 20-40Hz mostly depending on
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ELMs were measured at different radial distance
during a reciprocation of Mach probes (about 1 s).
Figure 2 shows rapid changes in magnetic
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fluctuations ( B˜ p ), js at LFS midplane
and divertor
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div
strike-point (js and js , respectively), and Dα
brightness viewing the main plasma and LFS
divertor, during an ELM event. Here, distances
! the separatrix (Δrmid) for the midplane Mach
from
probe and the strike-point correspond to Δrmid =
1.0 cm and 0.2 cm, respectively. During the early
period of jsdiv enhancement, large heat flux density
to the strike-point (qdiv) is measured with infra-red
TV measurement (250µs/frame). All sampling
clocks as well as trigger pulses for the fast
diagnostics are synchronized. Note that relatively
long delay (about 20 µs) in Dα measurement in
the previous results [1] was mostly due to
different timing clock for each diagnostic.
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2. ELM Transport Dynamics in SOL
2.1 ELM Parallel Transport at LFS SOL
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Fig.2 (a) Magnetic fluctuations at
midplane, js (b) at upstream side and
(c) at downstream side of the midplane
Mach probe, (d) js at LFS divertor, (e) Dα
brightness viewing main plasma and
LFS divertor., (f) peak heat flux density
at LFS divertor.

Amplitude of B˜ p is increased after t =5509.956 ms, which is defined as a start for time delay
of various signals. The large B˜ p turbulence is accompanied by plasma exhaust from edge
region [6], and large multi-peaks of jsmid appear both at upstream (electron drift) side and
downstream
(ion drift) side of the Mach probe. Increase in jsmid base-level is longer time scale
!
such as ~0.5 ms. Four large positive peaks in the upstream jsmid are seen at t = 5509.964,
5509.979, 5509.990,!5510.007 ms, while those at the downstream side are three. Here, the
second upstream jsmid peak is largest and appears simultaneously at both sides (Δt~23µs).
During the large B˜ p turbulence, multi-peaks in jsmid are not observed, and jsdiv base-level
starts to increase after t = 5510.052 ms. A large peak of jsdiv is observed at t = 5510.105 ms
!
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and amplitude is comparable to the large jsmid peak, Delays of the start of jsdiv base-level and
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Fig.3 Enlarged time evolutions of (a) B˜ p
and Da brightness in main plasma, (b) jsmid,
(c) Vfmid at Δrmid =1.0 cm as a function of
time lag, as shown in Fig. 2. Time
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Figure 3 shows enlarged time evolutions of B˜ p ,
Dα brightness at the main plasma edge, jsmid and
floating potential at midplane Mach probe (Vfmid)
for two ELMs: near separatrix (Δrmid = 1 cm) and
at outer flux surface (Δrmid = 8 cm).! Delay from
start of large B˜ p turbulence is shown. During
large B˜ p turbulence, enhancement of Dα
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jsmid(peak) propagates to the outer flux surfaces during ELM, and js
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circles),
with small reduction in its amplitude: its
e-folding length (λpeak) is 7.5 cm is 2.5 times larger than that between ELMs (λSS = 3.1 cm).
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On the other hand, increment of jsmid(base) is 10-20 times and λbase (= 3.5 cm) is comparable.
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2.3 ELM Plasma Transport in HFS SOL
Plasma transport in HFS SOL plays an important
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Large turbulence of Vfmid is produced by ELM plasma
with Te and Ti of a few 100 eV. Radial distributions
of Vfmid differences (δVfmid) measured at jsmid(peak) and
jsmid(base) are shown in Fig. 5(c). Large δVfmid is
propagated with large jsmid peaks, where δVfmid =
500-900 V near separatrix and 300-500 V near the
first wall. This fact suggests a filament with high Te
and Ti of a few 100 eV propagates near the first wall,
producing transient heat load to LFS baffle or first
wall. On the other hand, values of τ⊥mid(base) are 100
- 300 µs over the LFS SOL, and plasma propagation
is not determined. At the same time, Vfmid is mostly
positive value of less than 150 V, suggesting low Te
and Ti of several 10 eV. Heat load may be small.
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Radial propagation velocity of jsmid(peak) is
evaluated as average velocity from separatrix to the
Mach probe location: V⊥mid(peak) = Δrmid/τ⊥mid.
Figure 5 shows τ⊥mid(peak) and V⊥mid(peak) as a
function of Δrmid. Since τ⊥mid(peak) increases with
Δrmid near separatrix (Δrmid < 5 cm), V⊥mid(peak)
ranges between 0.4 and 1.5 km/s. V⊥mid(peak)
increases to 1.5 – 2.9 km/s in the far SOL (Δrmid > 6
cm). Radial scale of a jsmid peak is estimated from
V⊥mid(peak) and δtpeak, assuming a plasma filament
crosses the Mach probe perpendicular to the field
lines. From the measurement, i.e. V⊥mid(peak) =
0.4-1.5 km/s and δtpeak =8-20 µs near the separatrix,
radial scale of plasma filaments correspond to δtpeak
xV⊥mid = 0.4 – 3 cm. Characteristic distance of the
radial propagation of the large peaks during parallel
convection time, Δrpeak = V⊥mid(peak)x τ//SOL-LFS, is 4-15
cm. Since field lines to the LFS divertor is less than
3.5cm at midplane, peak particle flux reaches LFS
baffle and the first wall.
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Simultaneous measurement of peak js and base-level
js near X-point at LFS, jsXp(peak) and jsXp(base),
shows that jsXp(peak) is smaller than jsmid(peak) at 1
cm < Δrmid < 3.5 cm, while they are comparable near
separatrix. Thus, propagation of large js peaks is
observed at midplane. Here, jsXp(base) and jsmid(peak)
are comparable over LFS SOL.
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Fig.6 Time evolutions of (a) Da
brightness in main plasma and divertor,
(b) B˜ p , (c) jsHFS measured at the up- and
down-stream sides of the HFS Mach
probe for Δrmid =0.8 cm, as a function of
time lag from start of B˜ p turbulence.
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role on particle control and impurity transport/deposition, and tritium retention potentially.
Effects of the plasma drifts and the SOL flow on the divertor plasma and impurity transport
have been understood in L-mode plasmas on many tokamaks [7, 8, 9,10]. On the other hand,
ELM plasma dynamics in the HFS SOL and divertor was not understood due to few
diagnostics and difficulty of fast measurement during ELM.

(105Am-2 )

Figure 6 shows time evolutions of Dα brightness at HFS and LFS divertors, B˜ p , js measured
at upstream and downstream sides of the HFS Mach probe (jsHFS-up and jsHFS-down), and js at HFS
divertor strike point during an ELM. Distance from separatrix to the Mach probe is 2.5 cm,
corresponding to LFS midplane radius of 0.8 cm. Dα brightness viewing main plasma and
!
divertor start increasing simultaneously after large magnetic turbulence.
Start of jsHFS
enhancement delays by 190 µs. During early period of the enhancement (Δt = 190-320 µs),
jsHFS-up becomes larger than jsHFS-down, and multi-peaks are observed at Δt = 235, 270 and 318 µs,
where multi-peaks are seen occasionally. These show SOL plasma flow towards the HFS
divertor with subsonic level of the Mach number (up to 0.4), calculated from Hutchinson’s
formula [11]: M// = 0.4 ln[jsup/jsdown]. Increase in jsHFS and the fast SOL flow can be understood
by parallel convection from LFS SOL since the delay is comparable to characteristic
convection time to the HFS Mach probe: τ//SOL-HFS (= LsHFS/Cs) = 185 µs, where LsHFS (= 50 m).
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On the other hand, at maximum base-level of
jsHFS-up, e-folding length of jsHFS-up profile (2 cm) is
smaller than those at LFS midplane and X-point.
The flow reversal is generally observed in a wide
area of outer flux surfaces (Δrmid < 3.5 cm), and the

Fig.8 Profiles of (a) js(upstream), (b)

Mach number, above HFS baffle,
mapped to midplane radius. jsHFS (peak)
is saturated Δrmid < 0.3 cm since
discharge of the electrode occurs
during ELM.
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direction of the plasma flow is recovered towards the HFS divertor/baffle after 0.5-1 ms. The
flow reversal is generated by large increase in particle recycling due to rapid heat load near
the strike-point. Flow reversal generated by ELMs will play an important rol in particle and
impurity transport/re-deposition at HFS divertor.
2.4 ELM Plasma Images in Divertor
Dynamics of ELM plasma, i.e. particle recycling, in the divertor was also investigated, using
fast TV camera system with frame rate of 3-8 kHz. Image of visible light is mostly from Dα
emission, measured from a tangential viewing port as shown in Fig. 8(a). HFS and LFS strike
points are below port edge, and larger particle recycling is seen in the HFS divertor.
During ELM event, emissions at the HFS and LFS divertors are increased as shown in Fig.9
(b) and (c). Particle recycling above the HFS baffle as well as in the divertor is increased at
the first frame, i.e. Fig.9 (b), which is consistent with in-out asymmetry in Dα brightness as
shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig.9 (c), the intensity is slightly decreased. At LFS divertor.
filament-like bright lines are observed along the field lines, and number of the lines and
locations change during enhancement of the recycling for 0.5-1ms. Longer scale of
turbulences (with interval of 100-200 µs) in jsdiv are observed during the recycling
enhancement as shown in Fig.2 (d). These filament-like lines may not correspond to large
multi-peaks measured at LFS midplane, or structure of filament change from midplane to the
divertor. Radial scale of the filaments is evaluated to be 3-5 cm from the images. At the same
time, local interaction with the LFS baffle plate is often observed in faster sampling rate of 6
kHz as shown in Fig. 9(d). It is found that deposition of the heat and particle is local, but
extends over wide area of LFS baffle as well as divertor plates.
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Fig.9 fast TV images of divertor recycling, viewing tangentially from midplane port. (a)

1024x512 image (3kHz sampling rate) just before ELM event. Divertor geometry is
illustrated. Image of particle recycling changes during ELM event: t = (b) 0.0 ms, (c) 0.33
ms. (d) 512x512 image (6kHz sampling rate) viewing the divertor area: interaction between
ELM filament and LFS baffle plate is observed.
3. Intermittent transport in SOL fluctuations
Characteristics of the plasma diffusion in SOL determined by local plasma transport, and it
can be affected by edge plasma dynamics such intermittent transport. A statistical analysis
using a probability distribution function (p.d.f.) can determine non-diffusive events in the
fluctuations: when large positive bursts occur frequently more than Gaussian distribution,
p.d.f. is positively skewed and more flatten, which are characterized by skewness
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Fig.10 (left) and Fig.11 (right): profiles SOL plasma and statistical properties in ELMy H-mode
and L-mode plasmas, respectively. (a) js profiles measured with LFS midplane (squares), HFS
(circles) and LFS X-point Mach probes. (b) fluctuation level of js, (c) Skewness, (d) Flatness, (e)
Mach number of parallel plasma flow. HFS baffle and LFS divertor target are located at the flux
surface of 5 cm and 3.2 cm LFS midplane distance, respectively.

(S=<x3>/<x2>3/2) and flatness (F=<x4>/<x2>2). This method was applied in L- and ELMy
H-mode plasmas [4]. Characteristics of the fluctuations in js at three poloidal locations (LFS
midplane, X-point and HFS SOL) were investigated, for the first time, in L- and ELMy
H-mode plasmas with the same Ip (= 1MA) and plasma configuration. For the L-mode, Bt =
2.7T was higher, ne = 1.7x1019 m-3 and PNB = 4MW were lower than those for the ELMy
H-mode. Density range was relatively low: ne /nGW= 0.42-0.48. Gas puff of 2-5x1021 D/s was
injected in the L-mode, using density feedback control. Here, δjs and <js> are R.M.S. and
average value of js during 4 ms. Data between ELMs are used for ELMy H-mode.
!
!
SOL electron density is low for the ELMy H-mode. Fluctuation level (δjs/<js>) near
separatrix is similar (20-30%) for three probe locations. On the other hand, for the L-mode
δjs/<js> becomes large (40-60%) at LFS midplane and small (10-20%) at HFS SOL and LFS
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X-point. Thus, poloidal asymmetry in δjs/<js> is enhanced at the LFS midplane in L-mode. It
is found that statistical properties are also different. In the ELMy H-mode, positive S (=
0.3-0.5) is seen in narrow area near the separatrix (Δrmid < 3 cm) both at HFS and LFS SOLs.
Here, S near the X-point is larger than that at the LHS midplane. On the other hand, in the
L-mode, large positive S (= 0.5-0.9) is observed at the LFS midplane, and it extends to the far
SOL (Δrmid < 10 cm). Similar tendency is also seen in flatness profiles. Positive burst signals
appeared in time evolution of js mid during short period of less than 25µs without specific
frequency spectrum. As a result, turbulences are generated only at LFS SOL (near midplane),
which do not propagate to the HFS SOL and X-point (and divertor).
Flow reversal of SOL plasma is observed at the wide area of the LFS midplane both in L- and
ELMy H-modes [1, 7], where Mach number in the L-mode (~0.3) is larger and area (Δrmid < 6
cm) is wider than those in ELMy H-mode (M//~0.2 in Δrmid < 4 cm). Intermittent radial
transport appears in the wide Δr <10cm. Result suggests that intermittent transport increases
plasma pressure at LFS, which is a candidate mechanism to produce the flow reversal.
4. Summary and Conclusion
Time scale and radial distribution of ELM propagation for Type-1 ELM (fELM =20-40Hz)
were investigated at HFS and LFS SOLs, using Mach probes and fast TV camera.
(1) Multi-peak heat and particle fluxes appeared dominantly at LFS midplane:
Large jsmid peaks propagated towards the first wall with V⊥mid = 1.5-3.0 km/s: propagation
time of 40-80 µs was faster than parallel convection to the divertor (~110 µs). Last peak
flux, accompanied by high temperature plasma of a few 100 eV, will cause local heat and
particle loadings. Filament-like structures were observed by fast camera in LFS divertor
during ELM events. Local deposition of particle flux on LFS baffle was sometimes seen.
(2) Transport of ELM heat and particle fluxes was determined in HFS SOL and divertor:
Fast heat and particle transport was seen near separatrix (Δrmid < 0.4cm) maybe due to
conduction and fast electrons. Fast heat deposition to the HFS divertor generates large
neutral desorption, then eventually producing flow reversal. At the same tine, convective
plasma was transported towards HFS divertor, but maybe producing small heat deposition.
(3) Fluctuations proparties between ELMs were determined by statistical analysis (P.D.F.):
δjs/<js> of 20-30% was comparable at HFS and LFS SOL, and bursty events are localized
in near-SOL (Δrmid < 3 cm). On the other hand, in L-mode, bursty events extend to
far-SOL (Δrmid < 10cm) only at LFS midplane.
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